Dr. Schiller similarly illuminates Claude Bernard's thought in each chapter which describes his outlook on such problems as: structure and function; the chemistry of Bernard's times; the problem of digestion; and in particular Bernard's own discovery of hepatic glycogenesis.
The Symposium opens with Reino Vistanen's brilliant paper entitled, 'Claude Bernard and the History of Ideas'. This admirably explains Bernard's conviction that, 'when physiology is sufficiently far advanced, the poet, the philosopher and the physiologist will all understand each other'. That Bernard should declare that 'the artist will find in science a more stable foundation, and the scientist will draw from art a more certain intuition', reveals in him striking similarity of outlook with that expressed by Leonardo da Vinci in his Treatise on Painting. Such Bernardian views will come as a surprise to many, but Vitanen shows how enthusiastically they were explored by Bernard himself and examined by contemporary artists. Claude Bernard's fertile ideas spread but fitfully outside France. E. Harris Olmsted describes how, 'Bernard's reputation in England and America at first rested almost entirely upon his factual physiological discoveries, his advocacy of the experimental method and its basic principle, determinism. Almost no attention was paid to the concept he had declared fundamental to general physiology, that of the milieu interieur . . . ' Only at the turn of the century did this concept find appreciative utilization at the Book Reviews hands of such men as Haldane and Sherrington in England, and Cannon and Henderson in the United States.
The majority of the papers in the Symposium serve to illustrate how Bernard's researches have provided the background to twentieth-century progress. Owen H. Wangensteen follows the course of research on gastric juice from Claude Bernard's experiments right up to Gregory's preparation of gastrin. Alfred Fessard, who refers to Bernard as 'not a physiologist, but the personification of Physiology itself', describes Bernard's classic work on curare. He brings to this a new emphasis derived from the recently revealed Cahier Rouge, and Cahier de Notes, where Bernard actually uses the term 'terminal plaque of the motor nerve' to describe the site of action of curare. Fessard extends this motif to show its continuity with his own recent work on the post-junctional chemical receptors and acceptors.
It is a reflection of the diversity of Bernard's genius that similar histories of progress can be traced in such fields as, the use of drugs as tools in the elucidation of physiological mechanisms, recent developments in the discovery of glycogen, and the variability of the interior milieu.
The book is concluded by a translation of Claude Bernard's Cahier Rouge, made by Hebbel H. Hoff, Lucienne Guillemin, and Roger Guillemin. This is a particularly welcome item, comprising a complete edition of the manuscript, not merely a selection of excerpts. It succeeds in conveying to the reader a fascinating sense of intimacy with the man who wrote the observations and reflections jotted down between 1850 and 1860, a personal impression much more vivid than that obtained by reading Bernard's formal works. This valuable contribution provides a striking finale to a fine set of variations on the theme of Claude Bernard. 
